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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest differences between shopping online and in person is the limited scope
and expressibility of the queries that current systems allow and can handle. In person,
users often employ a combination of linguistic and visual tools at their disposal to create
complex queries. Handling such queries requires modeling relationships between products
of the same type, products of different types, products and outfits, and products and their
attributes. In this paper, we propose a system that models these relationships by: (i) building
a robust visual representation of items that captures notions of similarity and compatibility
between products, (ii) learning to predict low-level (color, type) and high-level (style, brand)
attributes of the items from their visual representations, and (iii) learning segment-wise maps
of outfits to items. For each part, we evaluate the model by demonstrating its performance
on relevant tasks like outfit completion, item retrieval, etc., and flexibility through example
results for complex queries.
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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW
Shopping for clothes is a complex creative exercise. People on the lookout for new clothes
often search with very complicated queries in mind, ”I need a red top that goes with my
jeans”, ”I want an outfit like celebrity X’s but cheaper”, etc. In a traditional setting, in a
physical shop, with a sales person or stylist to help them, people naturally reason about
their preferences through vision and language: they communicate their demands by showing
examples of similar products/people wearing the products and describing linguistically the
context, style, budget and other constraints that they want the item to meet [1]. Sales
personnel and professional stylists consequently respond by showing and telling : presenting
recommendations while explaining why they fit the constraints [1]. Thus, in order to emulate
natural real-world search interactions in an online setting, we need a system that accepts,
understands, and responds with a combination of visual and textual results (multi-modal
input and output).
1.1 RESPECTING TYPES
Building visual understanding in online systems requires learning representations which
encode notions of style, similarity (e.g. when two items are interchangeable in an outfit) and
compatibility (e.g. items of different type that work well together). A lot of recent work
[2, 3, 4] deals with the notion of similarity by learning a single embedding via a CNN where
similar images embed close to each other. However, most of these methods either completely
ignore notions of compatibility or simply consider it as similarity across types. Such modeling
fails to capture commonly occurring relationships where two items of different types look
very different but actually work very well together. Learning a single mapping across types in
some sense compresses variations and implicitly forces the notion of a match to be transitive,
i.e., if shoe A is close to shirt B, and shirt B is close to pants C, such modeling will imply
that A is close to/matches with C. We propose to account for compatibility by encoding
context about types and learning type-specific mappings along with generic mappings for
similarity. Learning these type-specific mappings relaxes the constraints of transitivity by
allowing matches which might not be similar or close-by in the generic or type-agnostic
embedding space, but are close-by in a type-specific space.
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1.2 MULTI-MODAL REASONING
In order to also allow people to query by describing the item via natural language, we need
to also build some understanding of language. This is also specially important in being able
to explain the results, i.e., when offering results for a query instead of just showing some
images that match, you also want to justify why the results match by describing attributes of
the results that led to them being matches. Constructing meaningful explanations requires
reasoning about images and the text through a vocabulary that is easily understood by the
users. This is specially hard in the field of fashion as the text data available online is weakly
labelled and thus very noisy and incomplete [5, 6, 7]. Thus, we propose a natural vocabulary
for fashion consisting of abstract, high level concepts like style, brand, occasions, etc., and
low level concepts like material, color, pattern, trim, etc. Creating such a vocabulary allows
us to both create explanations combining both abstract and attribute level concepts, much
like a stylist would (e.g. X is ’gothic’ because it’s ’black’ and made up of ’leather’). Using this
vocabulary, we extend on recent work in training joint multi-modal embeddings by training
a two step regression network that accounts for the the unique data imbalance across labels
in fashion.
1.3 STREET TO SHOP
Finally, with the above two techniques, while we can build a system that handles a wide
variety of complicated, real-world queries by responding with a combination of visual exam-
ples and textual justifications, it still only works on the domain of product images. Although
product/catalog data is abundant on e-commerce websites, people often also care about how
various different products look on a human, when combined.
A lot of past work has also looked at variants of this problem defined broadly as ”Street
to Shop”, where we want to be able to find ”shop” images of items exactly the same as or
similar to the item in a ”street” image. [8, 9, 10]. Our work extends previous work which
has relied on input from users (in the form of bounding boxes, text, landmarks, etc.,) by
training a network on top of a segmentation network to try and learn the ”general”, type
agnostic embedding of the product (See Chapter 1). We posit that the segmentation network
acts as a attention like mechanism allowing different segmentations of the same image to
embed differently. Additionally, keeping the target embedding fixed and requiring the outfit
image to embed closer to the target image allows us to query with segmented outfits for
product suggestions , and the other way around - to query with products for outfits which
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are composed of similarly styled products.
1.4 ORGANIZATION AND SUMMARY
The following chapters focus on each of the aforementioned aspects of the system in
much more detail. Specifically, chapter two discusses the problems with current embedding
methods and details the methodology, evaluation and results of our experiments with type
respecting embeddings; chapter three discusses reasoning through multi-modal input and
output and specifically looks at this under the lens of explainability. Furthermore, it dis-
cusses some of the challenges of dealing with fashion data followed by an explanation of the
techniques we used to improve coherence of the embedding for our data. Finally chapter
four discusses our experiments to learn a mapping of outfits to products along with eval-
uations and comparisons to previous methods. This thesis consolidates, summarizes, and
builds upon ongoing work over the course of the past year. A lot of the work discussed in
this paper has either been presented at a conference or is in submission. The following are
the primary references to the work mentioned here:
1. M. I. Vasileva, B. A. Plummer, K. Dusad, S. Rajpal, R. Kumar, and D. Forsyth.
Learning type-aware embeddings for fashion compatibility. arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.09196,
(2018) [11].
2. K. Li, K. Dusad, Y. Shen, A. Saini, D. Forsyth, and R. Kumar. Generating Justifi-
cations for Multi-Modal Fashion Recommendations. Manuscript in review [12].
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CHAPTER 2: TYPE AWARE EMBEDDINGS
Figure 2.1: Left: Conventional embedding strategies embed objects of all types in one
underlying space. Objects that are compatible must lie close; as a result, all shoes that
match a given top are obliged to be close. Right: Our type-respecting embedding, using
”top”, ”bottom” and ”shoes” as examples. We first learn a single, shared embedding space.
Then, we project from that shared embedding to subspaces identified by type. This means
that all shoes that match a given top must be close in shoe-top space, but can be far apart
in the general embedding space. This enables us to search for two pairs of shoes that 1)
match the same top, and 2) look very different from one another (Vasileva et al. [11].)
2.1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Outfits are complex combinations of fashion items of different types that match well to-
gether. Learning this process of matching is complicated and requires an understanding
of relationships between the individual items. Learning these relationships requires build-
ing representations which respect the notions of style, similarity, and compatibility. While
learning these abstract notions is hard, if built, these representations allow us to help answer
a large variety of complex questions about everyday fashion such as ”show me a top that
matches this skirt”, ”which of these pairs of pants go with most tops that I own” etc.,
Embedding based methods have proved to be useful in learning complicated relationships
between items [13, 2, 9, 8]. Such methods, usually trained as a siamese network [14] or with
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triplet loss [15], are specially attractive when learning hard to define relationships as they
allow us to evade having to define such relationships explicitly and instead learn it merely
through examples of things that should be related/close and those that shouldn’t. However,
in cases where the relationship isn’t well defined this also poses challenges to training since
seemingly arbitrarily chosen triplets will provide poor constraints for the network [16, 17].
A lot of the past work in fashion has also utilized such techniques to learn complex rela-
tionships. Veit et al. [4] demonstrate successful similarity and compatibility matching for
images of clothes on a large scale. Han et al. [2] extend this by feeding the visual repre-
sentation for each item in an outfit into an LSTM, which allows users’ to query on outfit
completion by specifying a starting set of items using images and text-based constraints. A
lot of the methods also utilize joint embeddings to support multi-modal input and reveal
novel feature structure [13, 2, 18]. These methods use neural networks to project the images
and text into a shared embedding space where one can reason about both. While these
methods demonstrate some interesting results, most of them model their representations as
one embedding space where all items regardless of type are embedded according the single
constraint that ’similar’ items embed closer to each other and further away from very ’dif-
ferent’ items. However, one single mapping for all items has some consequences. First, such
modeling compresses variation. By forcing all shoes that match a certain hat, we force them
to be similar even if they aren’t. Second, it also has this problem of ’improper triangles’
where we impose transitivity on the items that are compatible with the same item indepen-
dently. This means that if item A and B are compatible and item B and C compatible, by
training via triplet loss, we would encourage item A and C to be compatible. This is a direct
consequence of ’closeness’ in the embedding space being transitive. (Figure 2.1)
In our work we avoid these problems by treating similarity and compatibility separately
through different embedding spaces. We differentiate between similarity and compatibility
as measures of match described across items of the same type and across items of different
types. Broadly, items that are ’similar’ can broadly be replaced by each other while items
that are ’compatible’ are items of different types that can be worn together. We first encode
each image in a general, type-agnostic, embedding space which we use to measure similarity.
Then, we learn type-specific projections that map the general embedding of an item to a
secondary type-specific space which we use to measure compatibility between two items. We
learn a different projection for all pairs of types, i.e., for outfits consisting of three types
of items, shoes, tops, and bottoms, we would learn one general mapping, and three type-
specific projections (top-shoe, top-bottoms, shoe-bottoms). We then train this using triplets
consisting of pairs of items of different types that are compatible. Details of the training
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procedure are described below.
Figure 2.2: An overview of model architecture for learning type specific embeddings. Type-
specific projections are used to transform the general image embedding into pairwise com-
patibility spaces, along with a generalized distance metric to compare triplets in addition to
scoring type-dependent compatibility (Vasileva et al. [11]).
2.2 METHOD AND EVALUATION
For the ith data item xi, an embedding method uses some regression procedure (cur-
rently, a multilayer convolutional neural network) to compute a nonlinear feature embedding
yi = f(xi; θ) ∈ Rd. The goal is to learn the parameters θ of the mapping f such that for
a pair of items (xi,xj), the Euclidean distance between the embedding vectors yi and yj
reflects their compatibility. We would like to achieve a ”well-behaved” embedding space in
which this distance is small for items that are labelled as compatible, and large for incom-
patible pairs.
Assume we have a taxonomy of T types, and let us denote the type of an item as a
superscript, such that xτi represents the item of type τ , where τ = 1, . . . , T . A triplet is




k } with the following relationship: the anchor image
xi is of some type u, and both xj and xk are of a different type v. The pair (xi,xj) is
compatible, meaning that the two items appear together in an outfit, while xk is a randomly
sampled item of the same type as xj) that has not been seen in an outfit with xi) . Let us
write the standard triplet loss in the general form
l(i, j, k) = max{0, d(i, j)− d(i, k) + µ} (2.1)
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where µ is some margin. We will denote by M (u,v) the type-specific embedding space in
which objects of types u and v are matched. Associated with this space is a projection
P u→(u,v) which maps the embedding of an object of type u to M (u,v). Then, for a pair
of data items (xi,xj) that are compatible, we require the distance ||P u→(u,v)(f(x(u)i ; θ)) −
P v→(u,v)(f(x
(v)





j ; θ) for the two items in the general embedding space have to be similar - the
differences just have to lie close to the kernel of P u→(u,v).
This general form requires the learning of 2 (d x d) matrices per pair of types for a d-
dimensional general embedding. In this paper, we investigate two simplified versions: (a)
assuming diagonal projection matrices such that P u→(u,v) = P v→(u,v) = diag(w(u,v)), where
w(u,v) ∈ Rd is a vector of learned weights, and (b) the same case, but with w(u,v) being a
fixed binary vector chosen in advance for each pairwise type-specific space, and acting as a
gating function that selects the relevant dimensions of the embedding most responsible for






(u,v)) = ||f(x(u)i ; θ)w(u,v) − f(x(v); θ)w(u,v)||2 (2.2)









(u,v); θ) = max{0, duvij − duvik + µ} (2.3)
where µ is some margin.
2.2.1 CONSTRAINTS ON THE LEARNED EMBEDDING
To regularize the learned notion of compatibility, we further make use of the text descrip-
tions accompanying each item image and feed them as input to a text embedding network.
Let the embedding vector outputted by that network for the description t
(u)




















where λ1−2 are scalar parameters.
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We also train a visual-semantic embedding in the style of Han et al. [2] by requiring
that image x
(u)
i is embedded closer to its description t
(u)
i in visual-semantic space than the


















k .To encourage sparsity in the learned
weights w so that we achieve better disentanglement of the embedding dimensions contribut-
ing to pairwise type compatibility, we add an l1 penalty on the projection matrices P ·→(·,·).
We further use l2 regularization on the learned image embedding f(x; θ) . The final training
loss therefore becomes:
L(X,T, P ·→(·,·), λ, θ, φ) = Lcomp + Lsim + λ3Lvse + λ4Ll2 + λ5Ll1 (2.6)
where X and T denote the image embeddings and corresponding text embeddings in a
batch, Lvse = Lvsei + Lvsej + Lvsek , and λ3−5 are scalar parameters.
2.2.2 EVALUATION
Following the scheme described by Han et al. [2], we evaluate our approach on two tasks.
First, in the fashion compatibility task we evaluate candidate outfits by scoring whether
it’s constituent items are compatible with each other using the average under a receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUC). Second, we evaluate our performance on completing
outfits in a fill-in-the-blanks(FITB) style experiment where the goal is to select the most
compatible item to complete the outfit and the performance is measured by the accuracy on
these questions. We evaluate our performance on both tasks on our dataset.
2.2.3 EXPERIMENT DETAILS
As our ’Image Embedder’ (See Figure 2.2), we use a 18-layer Deep Residual Network [19]
which was pre-trained on ImageNet [20] with a general embedding size of 64 dimensions.
Our model is trained with a learning rate of 5e-5, batch size of 256, and a margin of 0.2. For
our text representation, we use the HGLMM Fisher vector encoding [21] of word2vec [22]
after having been PCA reduced down to 6000 dimensions. We set λ3 = 5e
−5 from Eg. (2.6)




In addition to performance of the state-of-the-art methods reported in prior work, we
compare the following approaches:
- SiameseNet (ours). We follow the approach of Veit et al. [4] which uses the same
ResNet and general embedding size as we do for our type-specific embeddings.
- CSN, T1:1. We learn pairwise type-dependant projections using the approach of Veit
et al. [23]to project the general embedding to a type-specific one which measures the
compatibility between items of different categories.
- CSN, 4:1. Same as CSN, T1:1 except instead of learning one projection for each pair-
wise comparison, we learn one projection for four different pairwise comparisons. This
approach allows us to assess the importance of having distinct learned compatibil-
ity spaces for each pair of item categories versus forcing the compatibility spaces to
”share” multiple pairwise comparisons, thus allowing for better scalability as we add
more fine-grained item categories to the model.
- VSE. Indicates that a visual-semantic embedding as described in Section 2.2.1 is
learned jointly with the compatibility embedding.
- Sim. Along with training the model to learn a visual-semantic embedding for compati-
bility between different categories of items as done with the VSE, the same embeddings
are also used to measure similarity between items of the same category as described
in Section 2.2.1.
- Metric. In the triplet loss, rather than minimizing Euclidean distance between com-
patible items and maximizing the same for incompatible ones, an empirically more
robust way is to optimize over the inner products instead. To generalize the distance
metric, we take an element-wise product of the embedding vectors in the type-specific
spaces and feed it into a fully-connected layer, the learned weights of which act as a
generalized distance function.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of different methods on the two versions of our dataset on the
fill-in-the-blank and outfit compatibility tasks using our category-aware negative sampling
method. (a) contains the results of prior work using their code unless otherwise noted, and
(b) contains results using our approach (Vasileva et al. [11]).
2.3 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
2.3.1 RESULTS
We report our results on the fill-in-the-blank and outfit compatibility experiments using
our own dataset in Figure 2.3. The first line of Figure 2.3 shows that learning our type spe-
cific embeddings gives a consistent improvement over training a single embedding to make
all comparisons. We note that our relative performance using the entire dataset is higher
than our disjoint set, which we attribute to likely being due to the additional training data
for learning each type-specific embedding. In the second and third lines of Figure 2.3, we see
that including our visual semantic embedding, along with training our general embedding to
explicitly learn similarity between objects of the same category, provides small improvements
over simply learning our type-specific embeddings. We also see a pronounced improvement
using our learned metric, resulting in a 3-4% improvement on both tasks over learning just
the type-specific embeddings. The last line of Figure 2.3 reports the results of our approach
using the same embedding size as Han et al. [2], showing that we obtain similar performance.
This is particularly noteworthy since Han et al. use a more powerful feature representation
(Inception-v3 [24] vs. ResNet-18), and takes into account the entire outfit when making
comparisons, both of which would likely further improve our model.
Interestingly, the two splits of our data obtain similar performance, with the better results
using the easy version of our dataset only a little better than on the version where all items
10
Figure 2.4: Left: t-SNE plot of the general embedding or the Polyvore dataset. Right: t-SNE
plot of the type specific space defined for bottoms and outerwear (BO). As hypothesized,
respecting type allows the embedding to specialize to features that dominate compatibility
relationships for each pair of types. For example, shape seems to matter more in (b) than in
(a) with skinny jeans near the top right and more baggy ones as we move leftward (Vasileva
et al. [11]).
in all outfits are novel. This suggests that having unseen outfits in the test set is more
important than ensuring there are no shared items between the training and testing splits,
and hence in reproductions of our experiments, using the larger version of our dataset is a
fair approach.
2.3.2 WHY DO TYPE RESPECTING SPACES HELP?
We visualize the global embedding space and some type-specific embedding spaces with
t-SNE [25]. Figure 2.4 shows the global embedding space along with the type specific space
for bottoms and outerwear. Note how the global space is strongly oriented towards color
matches (large areas allocated to each range of color), but the pairwise type-specific space,
for example, the bottoms-outerwear space shown on the right, focuses more on encoding
shape (skinny jeans vs baggy ones near the top). As a result, local type-specific spaces can
specialize in different aspects of appearance, and therefore force the global space to represent
all aspects fairly evenly.
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Figure 2.5: Left: Examples of alternatives suggested by our model. Column outlined in
yellow shows the query image for each row. Rows contain similar items of the same type as
the query item. Alternatives are generated not just by looking at the nearest neighbors of
the original item, but also by ensuring that it is compatible with all other other items in the
outfit. Right: Compatible ”bottoms” suggested by the model for the queried ’top’. This is
done by looking at the k nearest neighbors of the top in the top-bottom (TB) type specific
space. Bottom row shows random ”bottoms” for comparison (Vasileva et al.[11]).
2.3.3 APPLICATIONS
Explicitly encoding similarity and compatibility relationships between items allows us to
be able to handle a wide variety of quite desirable queries. Namely we can handle the
following queries:
- Given an item x
(u)
i return items of different types that ’match’ or are compatible with
x
(u)
i . (Figure 2.5, Right)
- Given an item x
(u)




- Given a valid outfit comprising of k different items, return alternatives for each item
in the outfit such that they are similar to the original item and compatible with rest
of the items in the outfit. (Figure 2.5, Left)
In Figure 2.5 we demonstrate some of the above sample queries.
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CHAPTER 3: MULTI-MODAL INPUT AND OUTPUT
Figure 3.1: Examples of recommendations and explanations generated by the neural regres-
sor using the generic embedding from the previous chapter. The bold terms represent output
generated by the model which was then combined in mad-libs style using a set of human
crafted templates. Predicting textual attributes from a robust visual embedding allows Li
et al. to generate pleasing results and explanations through a structured vocabulary (Li et
al. [12]).
3.1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
One of the biggest differences between in person and online shopping experiences is the
ease and specificity of searching for the desired clothing item by simply being able to de-
scribe it through text and visual examples to the sales person/fashion stylist. Additionally,
recommendation engines also often lack the tools used by stylists to explain and justify their
suggestions. It is the hall-mark of a professional stylist to both show and tell: present a
recommendation to a client while simultaneously explain why it fits their requirements [1].
Thus, new age fashion interfaces should allow both, the user and the model the ease of
querying and responding with a combination of text and images.
A lot of previous research has focused mostly on supporting multi-modal input queries
[2, 7, 26, 27]. However, far less attention has been paid to multi-modal output: generating
coherent justifications for a model’s recommendations. This is mostly because generating
good explanations is hard. Recent discussions around explainability have focused on two de-
sirable characteristics of explanations [28, 29, 30]: faithfulness and interpretability. Ideally,
explanations should be both faithful to the model and easy to understand, but these two
criteria are often at odds [30]. While faithful explanations serve as a way to gain insights
into the model as a whole, with very complex models, the increased transparency into the
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model hinders users’ ability to make sense of the explanations. In fact, Sangdeh et al. claim
that increased transparency into a model hinders users’ ability to detect sizable mistakes
made by the model [31]. Users care more about ”local” or ”instance-specific” explanations
that explain why a specific recommendation was made. Recent work in generating such lo-
cal explanations for deep networks has involved creating simpler models approximating the
actual model [32, 29, 33]. Ribeiro et al. propose creating a simpler locally linear model for
explanations which, despite being a poor global representation of the actual model, offers an
accurate local approximation of the boundary in the vicinity of the instance being explained
[29]. However, even with such local, more interpretable methods, widespread interpretability
of the model requires a careful choice of the vocabulary being used to express the explana-
tions.
Fashion items have a unique vocabulary primarily consisting of abstract, high level con-
cepts like style, brand, occasions, etc. and low level concepts like material, color, pattern,
trim, etc. Generating rich explanations for fashion items requires combining abstract and
attribute level concepts. For example, a stylist would explain an item as ’gothic’ because it’s
black and made up of ’leather’. However, capturing and accurately predicting these traits is
especially hard because fashion products, unlike typical datasets, have subjective traits and
thus often do not have a clean, complete labelling [5, 6, 34]. Our work addresses these prob-
lems by curating a structured vocabulary rich in both abstract and attribute level words, by
using a custom loss function that penalizes false negative predictions, and by following a nor-
malization procedure that increases the performance on the prediction of under-represented
fashion concepts.
While curating a rich vocabulary provides us with the words to make explanations from,
we still need a model that can reason about both, these words and images. As seen in
the previous chapter, embedding based methods serve as easy and powerful ways to learn
complicated relationships. A lot of recent work has utilized such methods to support multi-
medal input queries by using neural networks to project both text and images into a shared
embedding and reasoning about them through a distance metric in the embedding space
[34, 7, 35, 27, 36, 37]. In our work, we expand on this work to also provide multi-modal
output as explanations through these embeddings.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the model architecture used to train the neural regressed trained to
predict attributes of the item from the embedding of its image. Using a two step training
procedure allows Li et al. to balance the training of each concept in their vocabulary (Li et
al [12]).
3.2 METHOD
3.2.1 CREATING A FASHION LEXICON
The ”copy” that appears on a fashion product’s page - its title and description - is a
rich resource to mine for fashion concepts since the content is often produced by a domain
expert. To bootstrap the fashion lexicon, we mined 376,951 product pages from four fashion
e-commerce sites: Farfetch, Net-A-Porter, Moda Operandi, and Zara. For each product,
we capture its copy, structured metadata (brand, color, category, etc.), and studio images
(product photos on a white background). After tokenizing the copy, we identified 13,644
unigrams, 83,776 bigrams, and 83,699 trigrams that occur more than 50 times.
Generating explanations from a vocabulary requires being able to understand and relate
key concepts in the vocabulary. Thus while creating this vocabulary of key fashion con-
cepts mined from product descriptions from more than 375,000 fashion items, we identify
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a set of meaningful fashion concepts from the most frequently occurring terms, and cate-
gorize these concepts by the different ways they describe an item: type (e.g., pants), color
(e.g., blue), material/texture (e.g., silk), pattern/print (e.g., striped), shape/silhouette (e.g.,
a-line), trim/detail (e.g., fringe), brand (e.g., Burberry), and style (e.g., beach). This struc-
tured vocabulary is the key to generating human understandable justifications. Six of the
eight categories - type, color, material, pattern, shape, and trim - describe low - level at-
tributes while the remaining two - brand and style - capture high-level concepts that are
often characterized by a combination of low-level attributes. For example, punk fashion is
often dark and distressed, and features skull motifs. Similarly, the brand Burberry is of-
ten associated with double-breasted, trench coats. This structured vocabulary thus allows
us to reason about these high level concepts by leveraging correlated terms from different
categories in the lexicon.
3.2.2 REGRESSOR FOR MULTI-MODAL RECOMMENDATIONS
To generate multi-modal fashion recommendations where for each query the model returns
both a visual set of products and offers text based justifications for why these products fit
the query, we need a model that can accurately tag product images with appearance, ma-
terial, and high-level style terms. Accurately predicting these terms is challenging because
fashion product descriptions are usually incomplete (include only a subset of the descriptive
style terms for the item). However, we also know that more often than not, we can get a lot
more complete information about the product (color, texture, pattern, shape, etc.,) from its
image. Therefore, to account for this information imbalance between a product’s image and
text data, we first train a visual embedding, and then a regressor from the pre-trained, fixed
embedding that predicts the text concepts captured in the fashion lexicon. Here, training
the regressor from the ”general embedding” described in chapter one also allows us to then
do additional queries about compatibility. We demonstrate that this strategy performs bet-
ter than prior work on both retrieval (i.e., querying with keywords) and annotation (i.e.,
querying with product images) tasks.
To further boost performance, we employ two additional optimizations. First, we train the
regressor using a novel, two-step procedure to reduce any bias toward terms that occur more
frequently in the dataset: the first step serves as pre-training, followed by a normalization
step that trains individual neurons per fashion concept using re-sampled data. Second, given
that product text data is often missing positive training labels, we penalize false negatives
to increase the chances that missing labels are predicted positively even when they do not
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appear in the training data.
The regression network consists of two dense layers with ReLU non-linearity (Figure 3).
It takes as input the visual embedding of an image and outputs a bag of words consisting
of labels describing the product using the terms in our lexicon. The model is trained on the
task of predicting fashion concepts from an image embedding through a two-step procedure.
We use the following variant of the mean squared error which penalizes false negatives more






(yi − ŷi)2(1 = γŷi) (3.1)
We train on a regression task instead of classification because it discounts sharp penalties
on wrong predictions, thus implicitly handling the problem of incomplete labeling of items.
Furthermore, this problem of incomplete labelling also manifests un-equally across fashion
concepts, i.e. terms that describe style are missing more often than terms which describe
type. We address this through a two-step training procedure, where the second step serves
as normalization, reducing the bias toward terms that occur more frequently in the dataset.
In the first step (Step 1), the two hidden dense layers are connected to an output layer
with sigmoid activation of size 1 x 2,495 and trained over 10 epochs. In this step, the last
layer predicts the complete text vector corresponding to the product. We posit that this
step allows the hidden layers to capture meaningful concepts and develop a good internal
representation from the visual embedding.
In the second step (Step 2), we freeze the two hidden layers and connect the last layer to
2,495 individual neurons with sigmoid activations, each predicting a specific concept. We
then train each individual concept for one epoch with resampled training data that has
the same number of positive and negative samples. Training the individual neurons and
resampling the data allows neurons for concepts with low frequencies to also output high
activations in cases where the concept is present.
This two-step training procedure also allows for easy introduction of new terms without
having to update the entire network, increasing the flexibility of the model. To add a new
term, one only needs to add a new 1 x 1 output layer connected to the last hidden layer and
train that single node as per Step 2.
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Figure 3.2 shows the architecture diagram fro the model.
3.3 EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Figure 3.3: Comparison of bidirectional retrieval performance of different visual embeddings.
For a pair of an image and corresponding text, P@K measures the percentage of times the
item was retrieved within the top K nearest neighbors of its partner’s embedding. Med
refers to the median rank for the match. The significantly better performance in row two
over the other two rows, indicates that training via a regression loss and heavily penalizing
false negatives over false positives leads to a more useful embedding (Li et al. [12]).
3.3.1 EVALUATION
We evaluate the performance of our model through bidirectional retrieval of the exact item
[25, 49]. We compute the embeddings for all images and text in our test set and use the text
embeddings to retrieve the closest image embeddings through nearest neighbor search and
report Precision@K(K = 5,10). We also do the reverse, i.e., use the image embeddings to re-
trieve the closest text embeddings. We also compute the average median rank of finding the
exact match for each item across the test set. However, while bidirectional retrieval metric
demonstrates the quality of our embedding, it does not reflect performance on real-world
tasks. This is because users rarely search with complete sentences and, instead, use a few
terms [1].
To evaluate our model’s performance on real-world tasks, we measure the precision on
keyword-based retrieval and report the ”Text Accuracy” as the Precision@K(K = 5, 10) -
the percentage of the top K items whose copies also contain the term. In addition we also
define ”Visual Accuracy” as the fraction of the top k products that match the query item
on visual inspection by experts. We expect the text accuracy and visual accuracy to be dif-
ferent, because annotators persistently omit accurate but visually obvious annotations when
writing about pictures. While text accuracy is a good estimate of how well the model does
what it was trained to do (because labels are omitted in training as well as test data), visual
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accuracy is a good estimate of how useful the model will be to our application, because it
estimates how well people agree with the labels the model predicts.
To evaluate the visual accuracy, we conducted a small study where we recruited 2 fashion
experts to look at the top 10 products for each term and classify each product as either
matching or not matching the queried term. For terms like brand’, we asked the experts
to label based on the existence of the perceived style of the queried brand. In Figure 7 we
report the Text and Visual accuracies for 48 terms, consisting of 6 randomly selected terms
from the 25 most popular terms in each of the 8 different categories in our vocabulary.
All training and evaluation is performed on our collected dataset comprising of 2,495
terms in our lexicon (from over 6,942 terms in total). These are terms which occurred in
over 100 products in our dataset. The final vocabulary contained 229 types, 364 materials,
739 brands, 574 styles, 153 colors, 102 patterns, 276 trims, and 290 shapes. To create the
training and test sets, the dataset was randomly split to contain 358,104 (95%) and 18,847
(5%) items respectively.
3.3.2 RESULTS
Figure 3.3 compares our performance to that of DeepStyle-Siamese Net on our dataset
[27]. It can be seen that both our methods trained using regression with different values for
gamma perform better than that trained using the DeepStyle-Siamese Net. We attribute
the improvement in precision to the regression loss performing better on data with miss-
ing labeling compared to classification loss. Another reason for using regression instead of
classification is because most fashion concepts are not mutually exclusive. As our data is
weakly labeled, adding a penalty for false negatives in the regularization loss also improves
the performance of the model. However, as stated before, performance on this task is not
really reflective of real work performance.
Figure 3.4 shows the top 10 product items for the 6 selected words from each category,
accompanied by visual and text accuracies. Note the visual accuracy is as good or better
than the text accuracy for 44 out of the 48 terms, likely because labelers really did omit
correct labels. Note under the brands section the text accuracy is specially low since the
model doesn’t necessarily retrieve products made by the brand. Instead, more usefully, it
retrieves products that look like they were made by the brand, hence capturing the visual
style of brands accurately. For example: Burberry results in jackets which are all trench-
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Figure 3.4: Top 10 matches, visual accuracy, and text accuracy for 6 words each, across
8 different categories. Text accuracy for a word is measured as the percentage of the top
10 items whose copies also contain the term. Visual accuracy is measured through a user
study with two fashion experts. High visual accuracy suggests that the words predicted
from embeddings are accurate. This also shows that the embedding effectively captures the
information in an item.
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coat style, double-breasted, and belted; Gucci results in clothing items which are rich in red.
Notice also that, in case of colors like burgundy or black, the text accuracies are lower and
the visual accuracy is high. This is likely because the model is very good at labelling colors,
but labelers often omit color terms, because the picture makes it obvious that, say, the item
is burgundy
These results briefly demonstrate that not only does our method outperform other similar
work to train embeddings, despite low numbers, it actually performs quite well on predicting
labels from images. Given the nature of the problem and the data however, this performance
is hard to measure quantitatively.
In the next section we describe the process of recommending items and generating expla-
nations from the model based on a query, along with some applications that it enables.
3.4 APPLICATIONS
3.4.1 GENERATING RECCOMENDATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS
State-of-the art search engines on leading fashion e-commerce websites rely on some form
of keyword-matching to support product retrieval [7]. This relies heavily on the complete-
ness of the product meta-data. As we have seen, labelers omit labels. This causes real
problems for keyword search. Such methods also fail to take into account the visual infor-
mation embedded in the images. Learning a mapping of visual features to a semantic fashion
vocabulary allows our model to be fairly robust to noisy labels and also helps enable better
multimodal queries. Using the neural regressor, we compute activations for all 1300 neurons
for all product images. Each activation represents an ”association score” of that term and
the item. Users can then query our model for style and context with arbitrary combinations
of these 1300 concepts.
When users query for products (e.g. summer dress), our model not only produces a set
of recommendations but also generates a set of terms as justification for the results. Let’s
define our pool of products as P and the set of learned concepts as C . Suppose a user
queries with a set of terms T , then, for each term t ∈ T , we compute the activation score
sp, p ∈ P , for all the products in the dataset. We then combine the activation scores for
each term for all products by multiplying them sp = Πt∈T spt . As results, we retrieve the top
k products Pk with the highest combined activation scores. Then, to generate the explana-
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tions, we compute the activation score for all concepts in our vocabulary except the query
terms scp, c ∈ (C − T ), p ∈ Pk. We compute the activation score for each concept as the
average activation score of that concept across all the products sc = Σp∈Pkscp. Finally, we
sort the activation scores sc in descending order to use for explanations.
Without any structure, the explanation would just consist of a list of words which is
difficult for users to make sense of. Since our vocabulary is tagged, the model understands
in what way is each term related to the query. For example, the term ”floral” is usually
used to refer to patterns, while ”midi” can be used both as a shape or as a subtype. The
structure also enables us to put these words into meaningful sentences even with naive ”Mad
Libs” style language generation methods. For example, if we use a template as simple as
” (QUERY) are often made of (MATERIAL TERM), have a (SHAPE TERM) shape
and are detailed with (TRIM TERM).” and fill in each blank with the top-ranked word
for the category in the explanation list, we get sentences like ”Summer dresses are often
made of silk, have a off-the-shoulder shape and are detailed with spaghetti straps.”
Figure 3.5: Application: Same look for less: Users query with a brand and set a price
range for affordable alternatives with similar styles to luxury products. The model also
offers explanations for the style characteristics of a brand. The stylistic similarity of the
items suggests that underlying visual representation is robust and accurately captures even
abstract relationships of the items. The structured vocabulary also allows for generation of
quite convincing justifications useful for the user (Li et al. [12]).
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USE CASE: GET THE SAME LOOK FOR LESS
Brands are defined by their own design language and exhibit certain styles. People seeking
the style offered by luxury brands, such as Burberry or Jimmy Choo, might be held back
by expensive price tags. However, there are often other brands which offer products with
similar visual styles at more affordable costs. In fact, this concept has been discussed in
many articles in the fashion community [38].
Our regression model regards brands as fashion concepts by themselves and learns their
distributions over the visual embed- ding space. Combined with price data, we enabled the
interaction of the ”Same Look for Less” by allowing users to query for products within an
acceptable price range that exhibit the style of a particular brand. For example, a user can
look for a Burberry-style coat costing less than $1,000, and our system identifies a set of
double-breasted trench coats from affordable brands. To demonstrate this query, we mined
the price for all product items in our dataset. In Figure 3.5 we model a query where a user
queries with a brand and a price range, and we use our regression model to retrieve the top
k most associated items. We then filter out items that don’t fit the given price range and
then generate explanations using a similar method as described above.
3.4.2 GENERATING MATCHES WITH TEXT AND IMAGE
Queries with both images, and text, which describes the context and constraints on the
item, are handled as follows: given a set of target items (images), of target type (A) and
a set of terms (t), we sample a subset of all fashion items of type A, compute out their
average association scores across all terms, and distances from the given item in the general
embedding space (as defined in Chapter 1), and then sort them in decreasing order of
averaged association scores/(distances + epsilon). This allows items which are closer and
have higher associations to be ranked higher.
USE CASE: GENERATING CAPSULE WARDROBES
The concept of a capsule wardrobe originated between the 1970s - 1980s. It was defined
as a compact wardrobe made up of staple pieces in coordinating colors, usually a variety
of 30 items or fewer [39]. The key idea is to have a small set of interchangeable items that
can be worn frequently, to be cost-efficient, and to simplify the problem of picking clothes.
Thus, any appropriate replacement within a capsule leads to a valid outfit. Such capsules
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are useful when selecting from a pool of available items for a chosen season or for instance,
a tropical getaway during summer. Past work has succeeded in automatically creating a
wardrobe, but did not offer justifications [40].
We follow a procedure similar to the capsule wardrobe generation algorithm by Hsiao et
al. [40] to generate a capsule wardrobe based on a handful of style concepts. We randomly
sampled 1,000 products from our dataset which we regard as the entire wardrobe. We
generate the capsule item by item, ensuring that each additional item is compatible with all
the other item in the capsule while also matches the style constrain. The results are shown
in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Application: Capsule Wardrobes: Sample compact wardrobe created for a ”trop-
ical summer” (Li et al. [12]).
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CHAPTER 4: STREET TO SHOP
Figure 4.1: Example ’shop’ predictions for all items in the outfit. Learning a mapping
from the segmented image allows the model to predict all ’shop’ items in an outfit without
requiring any input from the user or making any assumptions about the image.
4.1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
It is often very hard to judge how different clothing items will match together without
seeing them on a person. While most physical retail stores answer these queries by having
change-rooms and mirrors for people to try and judge how things go together on their body,
this is much harder to do digitally, via a web-front. While some attempts have been made
in the past to allow for this, the most common way to approximate this kind of match of
outfits is still through photos of other people wearing them. [41, 42] In fact, often times
seeing other people wear a set of items together is what convinces people to try the items
out [1]. This is most commonly seen in images of celebrities on social media which are
scrutinized by fashionistas to break the outfit into product images which express the style.
Thus, when looking for clothes online, it is often important for people to not only be able
to see the product on a person, but also be able to do the reverse, to find products which
are similar/compatible with products they see in an outfit (”Show me something that works
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with the t-shirt I’m wearing”). However, the relationships between product images and
outfit images (images where a human is wearing a combination of products) are quite hard
to model. While photos of products are often clear, and don’t have any occlusions, photos of
people wearing different clothing items wary widely in poses, depths, backgrounds, aspects,
and have undergone/suffer from complex deformations and partial occlusions. In recent
years a lot of researchers have studied different variants of the problem of mapping real
world outfit images to their ”shop” counterparts, (images used on an e-commerce website)
with quite differing approaches. The following sections briefly describe the differences in the
problems being solved and the underlying approaches of some of the related work vis-a-vis
this paper.
4.1.1 RELATED WORK
In their paper, Street-to-Shop: Cross-Scenario Clothing Retrieval via Parts Alignment and
Auxiliary Set, Liu et al. first defined the task ”street to shop” as that of finding similar ’shop’
photos corresponding to ’street’ photos of people wearing clothes [8]. In the paper, Liu et al.
defined ’shop’ photos to be cleaner versions of the street photos with humans wearing clothes
in both cases (although in varying focus and detail). Later, in Where to Buy It: Matching
Street Clothing Photos in Online Shops, Kiapour et al. extended that work by focusing on
the task of ”Exact Street to Shop” - matching ’real world’ images of a garment to the exact
same item on the e-commerce websites [9]. Since then, multiple groups have contributed
to broadly solving the problem of finding ”shop” matches from more complex outfit images
(”street”). However, as stated by Lasserre et al., almost on each occasion, each group has
slightly redefined the problem and contributed to the problem with their own datasets and
baked in assumptions [10]. For example, while in the original setting Liu et al. defined both
”street” and ”shop” images to be outfit images, when Kiapour et al proposed their version of
the problem, in their dataset they modified their ”shop” images to include catalog/product
images in addition to cleaner outfit images with no background. Similarly, based on the
data collected by them, people have assumed the availability of having landmarks, bounding
boxes and text as input, when approaching their variant [8, 9, 43, 44]. In this paper, we
define the problem and our assumptions as the following:
1. Street Images: In our work, we consider street images to be any image where a
human is wearing a combination of products. We do not make any assumptions about
the background, or pose of the person wearing the outfit.
2. Shop Images: We define shop images to be ”title”/product images that appear on
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commerce websites often without background. These are professional photos taken
solely of the item being sold and can appear in various aspects (folded, on a hanger).
In our setting we represent ”shop” images as a static representation in the form of their
”general” embedding as predicted from the type aware embedding model as described
in chapter one.
3. Problem Definition: We consider the version of the problem where we want to
find the exact match from the street image if available, but are happy if we get a
similar match. We also broaden the categories of possible products to contain: tops,
accessories, outerwear, bottoms, all-body, shoes, bags, hats, eyewear and scarfs.
This version of the problem is most similar to the variant described by Lasserre et al. in
”Studio to Shop”, where they share our definition of shop images and also have a fixed repre-
sentation of them in the form of their proprietary fDNA features [10]. However, unlike their
variant where they specifically consider only ”studio” images with no plain backgrounds, we
make no such distinction and consider any outfit image. We also consider a broader pool of
product images from categories like shoes, eyewear, and scarfs to match to.
In approaching these tasks people have taken broadly two types of approaches: (i) Early
work on this problem was based on classical computer vision approaches with people focusing
on body part detection, image segmentation, pose estimation and cloth parsing to build their
representations [45, 46, 8, 47]; (ii) More recent methods have leveraged deep learning to build
robust internal representations of clothing items by training the network on a classification
task and extracting features using intermediate layers. Researchers have then used these
representations to perform domain transfer by learning useful embeddings for these items
via a siamese network or using triplet loss [43, 48, 44, 49]. In this paper we extend this work
by following a two step procedure to first train a segmentation network and then use it’s
output to learn embeddings via triplet loss.
4.2 METHOD AND EVALUATION
Learning good mappings of outfits to products is hard. This is because we ideally want
an outfit comprising of different clothing items to embed close to each one of them, i.e.,
at test time we want to be able to query for any product in the outfit and get meaning-
ful results. Thus in its vanilla formulation, training such a network via triplet loss could
be challenging as the competing constraints would require learning multiple, different map-
pings for the sample input. As noted in the section above, some of the previous methods
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the architecture of the network for street to shop during test time.
The model makes no assumptions about the inputs and can simultaneously predict multiple
similar ’shop’ items. Using a fixed, robust representation of the ’shop’ image allows for
similar robustness in the learned representations of the outfit image.
dealt with this by taking as input not only the outfit image, but also text about which
attributes mattered along with bounding boxes for the the product to be matched. While
this would prove useful in breaking the logjam and allowing training to proceed smoothly,
this process makes for a cumbersome user interaction as it requires careful segmentation on
the part of the user. This is specially hard if the item is partially occluded or small. Thus
as a first step, we tried automating this by training a state of the art segmentation network
using fashion data collected from Chictopia [47] and annotated with polygon annotations
by Zheng et al. [50]. The data consists of about 52,377 images of people wearing different
kinds of clothes in different backgrounds. Doing this is important as it informs the net-
work about what part of the outfit is important and needs to be paid attention to. In a way,
the segmentation masks serve a similar function as attention weights for the second network.
In the second step, we train a network to predict the embedding of a product from its
corresponding segmented outfit image; i.e., for product A appearing in outfit O, we want to
learn parameters θ of a CNN f such that the distance between A and y = f(O′; θ), where O′
is the segmented outfit image containing product A, is minimized.In order to do so, we model
each data item X as a triplet consisting of {O′, A, Z} where A represents the embedding
of an item, O′ represents the segmented image corresponding to the outfit containing item,
while Z is the embedding of a random item that does not belong in the outfit O. We finally
train the model using standard triplet loss. We also added a small penalty for the model to
not be able to predict the exact embedding using a weighted mean square error. The final
formulation of our loss looked as follows:
l(O′, A, Z) = max{0, d(O′, A)− d(O′, Z)}+ µ+ λ ·MSE(O′, A) (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Rows: Parent level categories in the test set. Column 1: Box plot for the Pre-
cision@100 across parent categories. The green line indicates the median precision and the
red dot marks the precision of the sample query shown on the right. Column 2: Randomly
selected example ”street”, segmented ”street”, and ”shop” images for an item of the cate-
gory. Column 3: Top 20 nearest neighbors obtained by querying through the learned outfit
embedding. Column 4: Top 20 nearest neighbors obtained by querying through the fixed
product embedding. Broadly, precision is higher for easy segmentable, large items which are
well represented in the data.
where µ represents some margin (set to 0 in our experiments) and λ represents the weight
of the penalty for the means squared error (Set to 0.1 in our experiments).
To train the model, we created a different dataset by crawling a popular e-commerce
store, Net-a-porter and collecting over 30,000 product images for approximately 60,000 out-
fits (some ’friendly’ products appear in multiple outfits). Instead of also learning repre-
sentations for the products, we choose to fix their representations from the model trained
for type-aware embeddings since making outfits embed in the same space allows us to do a
variety of different queries combining compatibility, text, product images and outfit images.
This combination thus allows the network to be able to learn different mappings for the
same outfit and explicitly forces it to pay attention to some parts of the image. For all our
results, unless otherwise stated, we use a ResNet18 as the CNN and trained the model for
50 epochs using AdamW with weight decay [51].
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Figure 4.4: Boxplot with precision at twenty five, fifty and hundred for each sub level category
in for each item in the test set. As expected, precision is lower for under represented and
hard to segment classes like scarves and belts. It should be noted that the precision while
quite low the at twenty five, increases significantly to at 100
We evaluate our performance by comparing the ranking of items obtained from querying
for the product via the embedding obtained from the segmented outfit image to that obtained
from querying for the product via the product’s type-agnostic embedding. Specifically, we
measure Precision@K, defined as the ratio of the top K nearest neighbors predicted from
the catalog image which also show up in the top K neighbors predicted from the segmented
outfit image.
4.3 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
4.3.1 RESULTS
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 showcase the performance of our model on a test set of 7000 prod-
ucts and 7000 corresponding outfits crawled from a completely different e-commerce website,
Moda Operandi. Figure 4.3 shows the performance at K = 100 with respect to broad/top
level categories in our test set. As can be seen from the boxplot our model performs best
on items which are big, well-represented in our dataset, and easy to segment. Performance
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Figure 4.5: Sample queries showing prediction of ’shop’ images from complex ’street’ images.
In both images, the model does a decent job of picking up color and shape even with a lot
of occlusion; Right: The model picks up the color of the top even through partial occlusions
and suggests plausible alternatives. Left: The model suggests plausible shoes with similar
pointy shape.
is the worst for accessories and scarfs not only because they were represented least in our
data but also because they are often most occluded and look remarkably different in their
product images than when worn as outfits. Surprisingly, our model performs much better on
similar small items like shoes and hats which are much easier to segment and much better
represented. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of how the performance of our model varies across 3
different Ks with respect to more detailed categories. As expected, we perform significantly
better at k = 100 than at K = 25.
Figure 4.5 shows a sample outfit image queries along with the top 10 nearest neighbors
predicted from the segmented outfit along with 10 random items to compare with. First, it
should be noted that our model produces matches for all types of items in the image without
requiring any input from the user. This is highly desirable for building interfaces with high
engagement where the user starts seeing useful results without a lot of effort. Second, one
should note that the query images are quite complex and contain different background effects
and suffer partial occlusions and yet for most items, the model performs significantly better
than random. Surprisingly, as seen in the image on the right, the model does a reasonable
job of finding light blue/white tops even when the queried top is highly occluded by the
jacket and the person’s hair. Similarly, in the image on the right, the model does a decent
job of suggesting similar pointy boots based on a very small view of the shoes worn by the
person on the left. One should also note that, however, for items like scarfs and eyewear,
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Figure 4.6: Sample query with street images of the same person wearing the same items in in
two different aspects. The result demonstrates that the model is reasonably aspect invariant
and manages to suggest similar blue dresses in both cases. It must also be noted that aspect
has a much greater effect on smaller items such as shoes where the set of suggested items
from the frontal image are clearly better.
the performance on the query to the left, is hard to distinguish from random.
Figure 4.6 subsequently shows the output of the model on two images of the person wearing
the same outfit in very different aspects. It can be seen that even under considerable aspect
change, the results are reasonably aspect invariant. This is true especially for the top, where
the most of the suggested items are blue dresses. However, aspect changes are reflected in
some sense in the results of the top 50 suggested shoes. While almost all the shoes suggested
on the image on the left are black, the shoes suggested from the sitting posture are white
and skin. This is likely because the model mistakes the legs for the shoes.
4.3.2 APPLICATIONS
Learning a mapping from outfit images to products enables a wide variety of applications.
Specifically, since we learn the generic type-agnostic embedding for the segmented outfits,
this allows us to also be able to perform the whole host of queries that we developed and
described in previous chapters. In this section we look over some of the new queries and
interfaces that this enables.
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Figure 4.7: Application: Live segmentation and suggestion! Top: Results from segmentation
and prediction from popular e-commerce website farfetch. Bottom: Results from segmen-
tation and prediction from our model. Results suggest that that model quite accurately
captures the style and color of the product from its street image. It also highlights the effect
of occlusions in transforming the image to confuse the model into suggesting shorts instead
of pants.
USE CASE: LIVE SUGGESTIONS
Hooking up our model to a camera instantly enables some interesting applications. Since
the model requires no other inputs of the user, given just a picture, we can instantly segment
the photo and suggest similar products for all items in the photo. Figure 4.7 shows a such
an interface built within a week and compares it to a similar current interface within the
app of the popular e-commerce website, Farfetch. While models show plausible results for
both items, it can be seen that our model seems to capture the color and style aspects of
the top a bit better. However, one must also note that Farfetch performs significantly better
on suggestions for this bottom. This is likely due to the occlusions which make our model
think that the user is wearing shorts instead of pants.
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USE CASE: RANDOM WALK BROWSING
Figure 4.8: Application: Browsing via random walk. Right: sample random walks generated
by randomly picking a item-outfit pair, and taking three steps by either going from product
to product (P2P) or switching between the representations by going from outfit to product
(O2P) and product to outfit (P2O). Left: Ratios of the intersection between walk1 and
walk2, obtained via starting from the corresponding product and outfit pairs and randomly
taking 3 steps, over 100 such walks. High degree of overlap suggests similar locality structure
of the two embeddings.
Mapping both outfits and products to the same space also enables some interesting appli-
cations. Most interestingly, it allows us to be able to jump back and forth between the two
representations. From a user standpoint, such an interaction can come in handy when trying
to build a better browsing experience. Specifically, one can imagine a browsing experience
where the user starts off either at a product or at the corresponding outfit containing a
product and proceeds to walk in a random manner by picking one of the suggested items.
Building a mapping from outfits to products allows us to enable multiple kinds of random
steps. We compare them below as follows:
1. Product to Product (P2P): In such a step, both the input from the user and
the outputs from the model are product images. The user starts off by clicking on
a product and browses through other suggested products and subsequently clicks on
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them to keep on this path. This is perhaps the most common kind of step enabled by
current recommendation systems.
2. Outfit to Product (O2P): In this step, while the input is an outfit image, the
suggested output from the model is of product images which are similar to the selected
item in the outfit images. Such a step is handy when the user starts off by browsing
outfits of say their favorite celebrity and then subsequently browses products based off
of that outfit.
3. Product to Outfit (P2O): This step consists of a step where you move from a
product to outfits of similar style or containing a similar product. This step comes in
handy when users want to browse through images of how the item would look like on a
person or look for multiple items together on a person to match the selected product.
This also allows us to do the following. Suppose, we conduct an experiment where we
compare the results of 1, Starting from a product and taking three random P2P steps and
2, starting with the corresponding outfit image and alternating between O2P and P2O for
3 steps. Repeating each walk over a 100 times, we get a probability distribution over items
that are in the locality of of the starting item. Since we start with a pair of corresponding
products and outfits, in the case that the embedding is stable, we expect a large overlap in
the two distributions that we get at the end of each walk. In Figure 4.8(left), we measure
the ratio of this overlap across categories for the two described walks where at each step
we randomly sample the next item from the 25 nearest neighbors of the query item. The
high degree of overlap in between the two walks suggests that locally, our method manages
to embed the outfit close enough to the products. The sample walks in Figure 4.8 (right),
present two specific examples, one where the suggestions at the end of each walk differed
quite a bit and the other where the suggestions had a high degree of overlap. This goes on
to show the variability in browsing that can be enabled by allowing people to be able to
jump between representations.
USE CASE: STEAL THE STYLE
Another important use case that our modeling of street to shop enables is being able to
shop the style of your favorite celebrity. Being able to dress like your friend, or celebrity is
something that a lot of users desire. This is natural because while most people find it hard
to combine products to make appealing outfits that reflect their style, it is a lot easier for
people to be able to recognize what they like when they see it. This is precisely the reason
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Figure 4.9: Application: Steal her style! Left: Items of similar style as those in the outfit,
suggested by our model for each of the products worn by the person. Right: Human curated
set of items from the outfit obtained from stealherstyle.net. The model reasonably captures
items of similar style and allows for automatic creation of such content. For each category
the model suggests plausible alternatives: full sleeved orange tops, orange pants, an orange
colored bags with similar texture and white sneakers.
why a lot of fashion magazines and blogs write sections about ”steal the style” or ”shop the
style”. In Figure 4.9 we demonstrate how our model performs on this task. It can be seen
that model does a decent job of predicting items which would very well ”fit” the style of the
outfit.
USE CASE: PRODUCT TO OUTFIT
Finally, another application that the model enables is being able to query with a product
image with the goal to find outfits with similar style or outfits containing a similar product.
This is useful as it provides the user with an idea as to how the item will look when worn
with other clothes or what style would it work with. Here again, if the embedding is ’good’,
then we can enable this query simply by first computing the embedding for all outfits and
then at test time just restricting our search space to outfit images. Figure 4.10 demonstrates
this described query to show examples of outfits with the same style as that of the item. It
is important to note that here, we don’t restrict the outputs to be of any certain type.
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Figure 4.10: Application: Product to Outfit. For each product shown on the left, shown
on the right are the top 24 suggested outfits with similar style. Such matches provide value
to users by showcasing how the product in question can be combined with other items to
complete a style or show how people usually wear it. In each of the randomly sampled cases,
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APPENDIX A: STREET TO SHOP SUPPLEMENTARY
A.1 SAMPLE QUERIES ACROSS CATEGORIES
The following results show further comparisons between outfit based and product based
matches for randomly sampled items across all types.
Figure A.1: Sample outfit to accessories
Figure A.2: Sample outfit to all body
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Figure A.3: Sample outfit to bags
Figure A.4: Sample outfit to bottoms
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Figure A.5: Sample outfit to eye-wear
Figure A.6: Sample outfit to outer wear
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Figure A.7: Sample outfit to shoes
Figure A.8: Sample outfit to tops
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